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WARNINGS: TO REDUCE THE RISK OF SERIOUS IN-
JURY, READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS AND WARNINGS 
COMPLETELY BEFORE USING THIS PRODUCT.

The TopStyler has been carefully engineered for both 
effectiveness and safety.  However, basic safety pre-
cautions should always be followed when using any 
product, especially when children are present.  

READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE USING.  KEEP 
AWAY FROM WATER.

WARNING: THE TOPSTYLER IS NOT INTENDED FOR 
USE BY CHILDREN.

DANGER:  As with most electrical appliances, electric 
parts are electrically live even when the switch is off.  

UNPLUG IT AFTER USE.

To reduce the risk of electric shock:
1. ALWAYS unplug it immediately after using.
2. DO NOT use while bathing or showering.
3. DO NOT place or store TopStyler where it can fall 

or be pulled into a tub, toilet, sink, or any other 

water.
4. DO NOT use TopStyler near water.
5. DO NOT place in or drop into water or other 

liquid.
6. If TopStyler falls into water, DO NOT REACH INTO 

THE WATER.  Unplug it immediately.

WARNING: TO REDUCE THE RISK OF BURNS, FIRES, 
ELECTRICAL SHOCK, DEATH, INJURY OR DAMAGE TO 
PROPERTY:

1. Appliances should never be left attended when 
plugged in.

2. Use TopStyler only for its intended use as de-
scribed in this manual.  Do not use attachments 
not recommended by the manufacturer.

3. Never operate TopStyler if it has a damaged cord 
or plug, if it is not working properly, if it has been 
dropped or damaged, or if it has been dropped 
into water.  If the power supply cord or plug is 
damaged, the TopStyler must be replaced by 
the manufacturer or it’s service agent in order to 
avoid a hazard.  

4. Keep this product and the cord away from water 
and heated surfaces.  

Important Safety Information
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5. The TopStyler should never be left unattended when 
plugged in.

6. Please keep children and pets away when in use 
or when unattended.

7. Never drop or insert any object into any opening or 
hole.  

8. Do not operate outdoors or where aerosol (spray) 
products are being used or where oxygen is be-
ing administered.

9. Do not use an extension cord with the TopStyler.
10. The TopStyler heating elements may be hot during 

use.  Do not allow eyes or skin to touch the heated 
surfaces.  

11. Do not operate with a voltage converter.
12. This product is designed for hair styling.  Do not 

use for any other purpose.
13. This product is designed to work on ordinary 

household current only (120 volts, 60 cycles AC).  
This product is a personal care device and is not 
intended for commercial use.  

14. Do not use this product if any parts become dam-
aged.  Inspect the TopStyler product prior to begin-
ning hair styling to ensure all parts are secure in 
their place.  

15. Do not subject this product to excessive force or 
shock that may result in malfunction, shorter life 
span or distorted parts.

16. Do not tamper with this product’s components.  

Doing so may cause unnecessary damage.  This 
product contains no user-servicable parts.  

17. Do not use liquid cleaners, aerosol cleaners, or 
any cleaner containing alcohol, detergent, abra-
sive or corrosive materials.  

18. Do not allow children to use TopStyler unsuper-
vised.  

19. Clean your TopStyler with a damp cloth only 
when unit is unplugged.  No other maintenance 
is necessary.

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS.

KEEP THIS MANUAL IN A SAFE PLACE FOR FUTURE 
REFERENCE AND MAKE SURE ANYONE WHO USES 
THIS PRODUCT ALSO READS THIS MANUAL.

READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE USING YOUR  
TOPSTYLER.  NO ASSEMBLY REQUIRED.

The TopStyler is for household use only.  The TopStyler 
has a polarized plug (one blade is wider than the 
other).  As a safety feature, this plug will fit in a polar-
ized outlet only one way.  If the plug does not fully 
fit in the outlet, reverse the plug.  If it still does not 
fit, contact a qualified electrician.  Do not attempt to 
defeat this safety measure.
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A Unique Styling Tool

From the makers of the InStyler comes the TopStyler!  
This unique tool is designed to create unique, natu-
ral curls, flowing waves and amazing volume without 
the long wait, hassle, or danger of painful burns as-
sociated with hot irons. The TopStyler allows you to 
do anything from basic casual styles, to advanced, 
sophisticated looks in only a few minutes time…trans-
forming you into your own “Top” stylist!

TopStyler
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Powering TopStyler On/Off

1. Plug in your TopStyler. You will see a “Red” status indi-
cator light.

2. Press the Orange Power Button to turn the heater ON. 
You will see a “Blinking Green” status indicator light 
as the heater begins heating your C-Shells (approx. 6 
Minutes).

3. When the status indicator light turns “Solid Green” your 
C-Shells are heated and ready for use.

4. To turn your TopStyler OFF, press the Orange Power 
Button again. The status indicator light will turn “Red” 
and the heaters will turn off.
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• Hair should be clean and fully dry. Your favorite 
styling products can be used before and after us-
ing TopStyler.

• Make sure hair is dry, detangled and combed, 
then gather a section of hair to be styled.

• Finger curls (also known as pin curls) provide 
the base for patterns, waves and curls.  Finger 
curls work best if they are wound smoothly and 
wrapped from root to ends.

• Hair can be wrapped in a variety of ways into 
a finger curl with either the split handle of the EZ 
Wrap Styling Comb or with your fingers.  

• When heated C-Shells are removed from the 
Thermal Base and placed in the hair, extra  
C-Shells in the lid can be placed on the empty 
spots to begin heating up.

• Make sure C-Shell is fully heated before placing 
in hair (approximately 6 minutes to fully heat 
Thermal Base, and once Thermal Base is fully 
heated, 41/2 minutes for cold C-Shell).  The lid 
of the unit should remain open during use and 
while the Thermal Base is cooling after use.

TopStyler Basics and Getting Started
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The Basics

1. Section and Spray

2. Wrap

3. Pinch and Slide

4. Clip and Set

5. Cool and Remove
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1. Section and Spray

• Spray (optional): To help set the style, the section of 
hair can be spritzed with a thermal setting spray or 
professional quality finishing spray before adding 
a C-Shell.

• Using your EZ Wrap Comb, detangle all hair then 
gather a section of hair with fingers or with the split 
handle of the comb.  Smaller sections give you a 
more defined look, while larger sections give you a 
more natural loose wave look.
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2. Wrap

• Hair can be wrapped into a curl using either the split handle of the EZ Wrap Styling 
Comb or fingers.

• To form a finger curl, wrap hair starting at the root. All finger curls should be wrapped 
from the roots to the ends.

• For a more edgy, contemporary look, you can try twisting your hair section from root to 
ends before you wrap your twisted section into a finger curl.  
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3. Pinch and Slide

• Hold the curl in place then slide your fingers out.• Once the section is fully wrapped, pinch the curl 
with thumb and forefinger of your free hand mak-
ing sure to keep hold of the ends of the hair.
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Finger Curl
“Here is an example of a clean, well ex-
ecuted finger curl. Notice the hair ends 
are pinched in place with the curl.”

(Practice Makes Perfect)
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4. Clip

• Incorrect placement of a C-Shell. Do not “crush” the 
curl.

• Clip the C-Shell onto your formed curl.  As the 
C-Shell is applied, you can pull your thumb and 
forefinger out.

“The C-Shells are hot.  Use caution when handling. 
As with any hot tool there is risk of burn.  If you ex-
perience discomfort, remove C-Shell immediately.“
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5. Cool and Remove

• Depending on the amount of definition you want, 
and your hair type, keep the C-Shells in place for 
1-10 minutes.  The longer you allow the C-Shells to 
cool, the longer your style will hold.  

• Allow C-Shells to cool in place on the head to set 
the style. This is an example of how the C-Shells can 
be placed on the head.  Place them wherever you 
want curl, more body and volume. 
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Finishing Tips

• For a more formal look, gently brush the curls out 
with a brush.

• You can easily finish the curls by gently running 
your fingers through the curls.

IMPORTANT: There is a wide array of fantastic styles explained Step by Step in the TopStyler 
Look Book which will help you attain the look you want.   
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• Your TopStyler requires very little maintenance, 
but if it does get dirty or styling product builds up 
on the C-Shells, simply unplug the unit and wipe  
down with a damp cloth.

• Wring out all excess water before applying it to 
the TopStyler.

• Clean more severe dirt/ hair product with a soft, 
damp cloth and a mild soap.  

• Make sure the TopStyler and all accessories are 
completely dry before plugging into any power 
source.  

Cleaning and Care for You TopStyler
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1. Will not damage the hair.
 The secret of the TopStyler is that it sets your style 

with a low level of heat.  The heat in the C-Shells 
is evenly distributed through the finger curl ensur-
ing the entire length of the hair is styled.

2. Versatility.
 The TopStyler is extremely versatile in the range of 

styles you can achieve.  The amount of styles that 
you can do are limitless.  If you can imagine it, 
you can do it with the TopStyler.

3. Simple and Fast.
 You’ll be amazed at how quickly and easily you 

are able to transform your look using the TopSty-
ler.

4. Safe to Use.
 While you must always exercise caution, you run 

much less risk of burning yourself with the TopSty-
ler.  The ceramic inserts in the innovative C-Shells 
do not need high heat to set the style you want, 
virtually eliminating painful burns.

5. Great for travel.
 The TopStyler is very convenient for packing and 

travel.  The durable zipping nylon case packs 
easily for on-the-go.

  
6. No creases!
 Curling irons leave creases and marks.  The Top-

Styler leaves no marks or unattractive creases.

7. Natural looking hair.
 No fake looking round curls.

8. Style memory.
 The curl will stay in the hair all day and you’ll of-

ten wake up the NEXT day with curl and volume.

9. Works on ANY type of hair.
 Unlike other tools that only work on long, short, 

fine or thick hair, TopStyler works on EVERY type 
of hair.

10. The RESULTS.
 Beautiful, natural flowing hair;  bouncy, shiny, 

smooth, glamorous, sophisticated and FUN!

10 Reasons why you’ll love the TopStyler
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1. Q: What is the TopStyler?
  A: The TopStyler is a brand new, innovative hair 

styling tool that reinvents hair curling.  The Top-
Styler allows you to do easy flowing styles with 
volume and body to tight, dynamic curls and ev-
erything in between.  It replaces curling irons and 
hot rollers, and due to the low-heat nature of the 
ceramic clip design, it will not damage your hair.

2. Q: Will the heat from the TopStyler C-Shells 
damage my hair?

 A:  The TopStyler will NOT damage your hair.  
The TopStyler has an innovative ceramic shell sys-
tem which requires much lower temperatures to 
set styles than most conventional hair tools.  The 
C-Shells cradle your hair section infusing uniform 
low amounts of heat over the length of the hair 
shaft setting the style.

3. Q: What products can I use/do you recommend?
 A: You can use your normal shampoo and condi-

tioner.  A thermal spray or regular fixative spray 
can be used to set the style before the application 
of the C-Shells and after the C-Shells are removed 

to keep your style in place.

4. Q: What is the difference between 100% solid 
ceramic and ceramic coated/painted surfaces?

 A: Our C-Shells contain solid ceramic plates.  
Solid ceramic conducts heat much more efficient-
ly than aluminum coated or ceramic paint.  This 
ensures that the C-Shells are able to retain heat 
longer to fully permeate the hair shaft and set 
the style.  Solid ceramic is also believed to help 
reduce frizz.

    
5. Q: How do I clean my TopStyler and C-Shells?
 A: The TopStyler requires very little maintenance, 

but if it does get soiled or if styling product builds 
up on the C-Shells, simply wipe down the un-
plugged unit or C-Shells with a damp cloth.  A 
light soap can be added if necessary. Please see 
the section Cleaning and Care in this manual.

6. Q: How do I get the curls/styles to last longer?
 A: To get the best results with your TopStyler, start 

off with clean, dry and detangled hair.  To en-
sure your style is set leave the C-Shells in until 

Frequently Asked Questions
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they’ve completely cooled. For added hold, you 
can spritz each section before and/or after C-
Shell removal with a professional quality finish-
ing spray.

7. Q: I’m not getting the results I want.  Where can 
I go for some help with using the TopStyler?

 A: Excellent question.  Please refer to your Top-
Styler Look Book included with your unit for an 
array of How-To’s.  Also, many online resources 
exist to help you achieve the look you want with 
the TopStyler.  Please visit www.mytopstyler.com

8. Q: Will the TopStyler burn my fingers or face?
 A: While the TopStyler uses less heat than other 

hot hair tools, you should still be cautious when 
using.  If a C-Shell is causing discomfort on your 
head or face, immediately remove it.  When ap-
plying a C-Shell over the fingers onto a formed 
finger curl, you run little risk, but act quickly in 
removing your fingers to minimize risk of burn.

9. Q: How long do I leave the C-Shells in for?
 A: The quick answer is until the C-Shells are cool 

to the touch.  However, depending on the style 
you want and your hair type, you may want to 
remove them sooner.

10. Q: How long do the TopStyler/C-Shells take to 
heat up?

 A: From the time you power on the unit until C-
Shells are ready to be placed on your finger curls 
is 6 minutes.  When unit is fully heated, replace-
ment cool C-Shells take only 41/2 minutes to 
fully heat.

11. Q: What happens if I put the C-Shells in my 
hair before they are fully heated?

 A: If you apply the C-Shells before they are at full 
operating temperature, you may not get the re-
sults you desire.  Wait until unit is fully heated (6 
minutes for Thermal Base) until applying C-Shells 
to hair.

12. Q: Is there a difference between styles that I 
can get using my fingers vs. using the EZ Wrap 
Styling Combs?

 A:  There is no difference in the styles you can 
achieve when wrapping hair with the EZ Wrap 
Comb or with your fingers.  Some find learning 
how to wrap a curl with the comb to be ben-
eficial and some prefer to use fingers instead.  
Either way your results will be the same.
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13. Q: When should I use the Large C-Shells, and 
when should I use the Small ones?

 A: The large C-Shells can be used anywhere for 
general styling.  The Small C-Shells can be used 
for accent styling to frame your face, or if you 
want to style small sections of hair.  The small 
C-Shells can also be used anywhere if you have 
fine hair.

  
14. Q: What does the warranty cover?
 A: For specifics on the warranty, please visit 

www.mytopstyler.com

15. Q: Who invented the TopStyler?
 A: The TopStyler is the brainchild of celebrity hair 

stylist Linda Flowers.  Linda has been doing hair 
for movie sets for many years, and she realized 
she needed a way to get dynamic and dramatic 
styles in a short amount of time.  Over the course 
of many years and after many revisions, she de-
vised the product as it is today.

16. Q: I usually need a lot of heat to get results for 
my hair. Will the TopStyler work for me?

 A: The TopStyler works on ALL hair types.  If you 
generally need more heat to set your style, we 
recommend using smaller sections of hair, and 

also allow the C-Shells to completely cool before 
removal.

17. Q: How long does my hair have to be for the 
TopStyler to work?

 A: If you are able to wind your hair into a finger 
curl, then you can use the TopStyler.  Generally 
about 3 inches of hair is the minimum length 
needed.

  
18. Q: Can I use the TopStyler with my hair 

extensions?
 A: The TopStyler can be used with natural human 

hair extensions.  They will style just like your natu-
ral hair.

  
19. Q: What types of hair does the TopStyler 

work on?
 A: The TopStyler works on all hair types:  from 

thick and coarse to thin, fine hair.  Everyone can 
get the results they desire with the TopStyler.  
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